


Ancient traditions,
new production techniques,
respect for the environment.



In 1936, the Fanari family, under the guidance of their grandfather Antioco, began to practice with passion and 

mastery the transformation of milk into cheese. He taught his secrets to his son Giuseppe, who in turn passed them 

on to his children Rosetta, Antioco and Giovanni. They are still the ones who practice this magical profession, through 

the experimentation and improvement of dairy techniques handed down over the decades. 

The Nuova Sarda Industria Casearia, located in the municipality of San Nicolò D’Arcidano in the province of Orista-

no, was created after they merged their business with that of an old cheese factory of Gonnosfanadiga, an important 

agricultural center of central and southern Sardinia. 

The secret of the quality and taste of our cheeses lies precisely in the ancient knowledge that today is enhanced by 

new techniques and skills.

Only those who passionately love their land and their art, understand the qualities of sheep and goat’s milk,

milked by breeders of the area, from animals free to graze in the fi elds and mountains,

whose diet consists mainly of aromatic and pristine herbs of the Mediterranean.

The rennet is the true magical ingredient of the transformation, produced directly in our factory by the master che-

ese makers.

The ferment gives the cheese its aroma and taste, made by the expert hands of the cheesemaker.

The process of heating the milk is done at low temperatures in order to not destroy the perfumes. This gives the 

cheese the aromas and the fl avors that nature has provided for us with so much generosity.

The processing of the curd takes place with the help of hand-woven rush baskets which give the characteristic appe-

arance to the cheese. The rushes are collected in the ponds of the marshlands of the province of Oristano.

A family history.



Antioco, Rosetta e Giovanni Fanari



Rosetta Fanari, amministratore. 

Rosetta Fanari CEO



Quality comes first
Our market is represented by the local region, Sardinia, but we also operate throughout the Italian peninsula and 

abroad, offering a varied and signifi cant production of traditional Sardinian fl avors.

Our products are extremely popular and appreciated and constitute our best business card for our direct 

customer as well as the fi nal consumer.

The study of new products is perfectly integrated with the best Sardinian tradition, where alongside the typical 

cheeses there are variants with a particular taste, always respecting the pillars of craftsmanship. The fl avor and 

the salient qualities of real pecorino and goat cheese are always prominent. 

Giovanni Fanari



Antioco Fanari

IN OUR CHEESE
WE USE ONLY

OUR OWN RENNET.


